
 

 

Futures Markets Disciplinary Report and CFTC Enforcement 

Decisions August 2017 

CME Group Exchanges 

Disruptive Practices Prohibited (Rule 575.A) 

CME 16-0450-BC 

Between December 2015 and February 2016, Andrew Akins entered and canceled orders in the 

March 2016 E-mini S&P futures market during the pre-opening period for the purpose of 

identifying the depth of the order book. The entry and cancelation of these orders caused 

fluctuations in the displayed Indicative Opening Price (IOP). Akins was ordered to pay a 

$10,000 fine and suspended from trading for twenty-five days. 

CBOT 15-0321-BC 

Between August 1, 2015 and August 14, 2015, Yangyang Zhai engaged in a pattern of activity 

in which she entered large manual orders without the intent to trade. Zhai was attempting to 

encourage market participants to trader opposite her smaller orders resting on the opposite side 

of the book. After receiving fills, she would cancel the large orders. Zhai was forced to disgorge 

$9,275 in profits and pay a $10,000 fine in addition to a forty-five day trading ban. 

Titan Analysis: CME is actively monitoring for both algorithmic and manual trading that appears 

to resemble the trading practice known as spoofing.  

Position Limit Violations (Rule 562) 

CME 17-0650-BC 

The Business Conduct Committee found that at the close of business on February 21, 2017, 

Golden Belt Feeders carried a net futures position of 506 contracts short in February 2017 

Cattle futures, which was 206 contracts in excess of the spot month position limit of 300 

contracts. Golden Belt liquidated the position and was forced to pay a $25,000 fine. 

CME 17-687-BC 

The BCC found that at the close of business on April 12, 2017, JML Capital carried a net 

position of 422 contracts long in the April 2017 Cattle futures, which was 122 contracts in 

excess of the spot month position limit of 300 contracts. JML liquidated the position and was 

forced to pay a $25,000 fine. 

Titan Analysis: The CME Group is actively monitoring net position limits at the firm level and is 

able to quickly identify firms who are not in compliance with those limits, resulting in a fine. 



ICE Futures U.S. 

Trade Practices Violations (Rule 4.02) 

Case Number 2016-045 

Between April 2016 and August 2016, Dominick Minvervini created order book imbalances by 

entering a small order relative to market conditions to buy or sell and a large order to sell or buy 

on the opposite side of the market. Upon receiving a fill in the smaller order, Minervini would 

cancel the large order. Minervini was ordered to disgorge $17,785.60 in profits, pay a $200,000 

fine, and ordered to serve a 150-day suspension. 

Case Number 2016-071 

Between April 2016 and July 2016, Trevor Stanley created order book imbalances by entering a 

large order relative to market conditions to buy or sell and a small order on the other side of the 

market. After receiving a fill on the small order, Stanley would cancel the large order. Stanley 

was ordered to pay a $30,000 fine and serve a 120-day suspension. 

Titan Analysis: Since the adoption of Dodd-Frank, futures exchanges are actively pursuing 

cases in which participants create market imbalances and subsequently cancel opposite orders 

after receiving a fill with no discernible intent to execute. 

CFTC Enforcement Decisions 

pr7598-17 

From at least July 2009 through December 2014, the Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, ltd. (“Bank 

of Tokyo”) placed multiple orders for futures contracts with the intent to cancel before execution. 

Bank of Tokyo became aware of the misconduct and suspended the responsible trader and self-

reported the violations to the CFTC’s Division of Enforcement. Bank of Tokyo was ordered to 

pay a $600,000 penalty and to cease and desist from violating the Commodity Exchange Act’s 

(“CEA”) prohibition against spoofing. The Director of Enforcement lauded Bank of Tokyo’s 

cooperation and self-reporting, noting the reduced penalty as a direct result of such actions. 

Titan Analysis: The Division of Enforcement is encouraging firms to come forward with violations 

and to self-report upon discovery during internal review. In situations involving potential 

violations of the CEA, it is a smart business decision to involve your compliance consultants and 

outside counsel to help determine the scope of a potential violation. 

pr7601-17 

Between April 2013 and September 2014, Copersucar Trading A.V.V., a subsidiary of 

Copersucar S.A., the world’s largest sugar and ethanol company, engaged in pre-arranged, 

noncompetitive wash trades. The order imposes a $300,000 penalty on Copersucar. 

pr7603-17 

From June 2012 through September 2014, Jeffrey Slemmer, Adam Roth, Christian Dorrian, and 

their Florida-based companies (collectively the “Defendants”) solicited customers to invest in 

precious metals on both a fully-paid and leveraged basis. The Defendants misrepresented the 

value and risk of investments. Furthermore, the Defendants used only a portion of the customer 

funds received to invest and misappropriated the remaining funds for their personal benefit. The 



Defendants were ordered to pay $2,738,040 in restitution and a $2,738,040 penalty. Each 

Defendant is permanently banned from trading and registration. 

Conclusion: 

Titan is providing these reports to better inform our clients of the very real threat of discipline 

and enforcement, for seemingly small violations. Technology has not only changed the 

investment industry from both an execution and strategy development standpoint, but also from 

a regulatory standpoint. Regulators and exchanges alike have developed tools that allow in-

depth monitoring and analysis of activity, not to mention good old-fashioned tips and self-

reporting. We will continue to provide updates on disciplinary actions and enforcement decisions 

as they occur. 


